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Abstract

In this paper, the use of gradient information for the acceleration of uncertainty quantification within the context of
viscous hypersonic flows is examined. In particular, the variability of simulation outputs associated with uncertain
parameters relating to physical models within the CFD simulation is predicted and gradient-based methods are used to
reduce the cost of this prediction. The gradient of a simulation output is calculated via a discrete adjoint approach. By
using an adjoint-based approach, the sensitivity of an objective to a large number of input parameters can be calculated
in an efficient and timely manner. The additional information acquired from these derivative values are then leveraged
to accelerate the quantification of the different forms of uncertainty: aleatory, epistemic, and mixed. For the aleatory
case, gradient-enhanced surrogates, particularly Kriging models, are used to represent the dependence of the simulation
output on input variables and is used as a basis for inexpensive Monte Carlo sampling. For epistemic uncertainties, a
constrained, gradient-based optimization is used to determine the appropriate interval on the simulation output. Finally,
for the mixed case, an optimization approach coupled with a surrogate method is used to generate the appropriate interval
statistics. These strategies are demonstrated for a realistic CFD simulation utilizing a five species, two temperature real
gas model with input parameters drawn from freestream conditions, transport relationships and the chemical kinetics
model and the performance of these methods is assessed based on comparison with exhaustive sampling approaches.
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1. Main text

Uncertainty quantification (UQ) is increasingly becoming an important part of computational science,
providing the ability to assess the quality of computational results and apply confidence bounds to out-
put metrics. This elevated importance has been driven in part on the increasing reliance of computational
modeling within the design and analysis of complex engineering systems, particularly problems in which
experimental data is difficult or impossible to obtain, such as the simulation of hypersonic flow. Vari-
ous sources can contribute to the uncertainty within a simulation, such as measurement errors, modeling
inadequacies[1], or manufacturing tolerances [2]. In the case of hypersonic flows, numerous constitutive
relations are required, each of which with a number of experimentally derived constants and parameters.
These parameters are often the result of experimental measurements and have an associated variability. In
general, this variability can be either aleatory or epistemic or can have contributions from both. The tra-
ditional methods for quantifying both types of uncertainty require a large number of simulations, making
traditional uncertainty quantification prohibitively expensive for complex simulations. Uncertainty quantifi-
cation in its traditional form is even more intractable when it is included within the optimization process,
where by each design iteration requires the uncertainty to be calculated. To address these limitations of
UQ, numerous acceleration strategies have been proposed to reduce the number of simulations required for
reliable statistics. In this paper, gradient-based methods for rapid uncertainty quantification are discussed
for each type of uncertainty.

Aleatory uncertainties arise due to the inherent randomness of a variable and are characterized by a
probability distribution [3]. For aleatory inputs, the goal of uncertainty quantification is to determine the
distribution of an output quantity due to these input distributions. This quantification can be performed
in a relatively straightforward, although expensive, manner. In previous work, Monte Carlo sampling has
been used within the context of hypersonic flows to build up the required statistics for relevant simulation
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outputs [4, 5]. For this type of sampling, computing an output requires a complete computational fluid
dynamic (CFD) simulation, making exhaustive sampling expensive for complex problems. When only a
limited number of simulation outputs are of interest, a typical approach for reducing the expense of Monte
Carlo sampling is the use of an inexpensive surrogate. This surrogate approximates the relationship between
the true function value and the input parameters and is built based on a limited number of function evalua-
tions. Because the surrogate is inexpensive to evaluate, exhaustive sampling can be performed to build the
required statistics of the output. Surrogate models range in complexity from simple extrapolations [6, 7] to
more sophisticated models, such as least-squares polynomials, multilayer perception, radial basis functions,
and kriging. In computational fluid dynamics (CFD), kriging methods in particular have gained popular-
ity [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] although their use within the context of uncertainty quantification
for hypersonic flows is limited [19]. Techniques based on polynomial chaos have also been employed with
success in the context of hypersonic flows [20, 21]. One drawback of surrogate based methods is the curse of
dimensionality, whereby the number of samples required for an accurate surrogate increases exponentially
as the number of input parameters grows. One method for overcoming this limitation is the incorporation
of gradient information into the training of the surrogate [22, 12, 16, 17, 23, 24]. When adjoint methods
are employed, this gradient can be evaluated with a cost approximately equal to the simulation of the phys-
ical problem [25, 26, 27]. By incorporating derivative values, the cost associated with training an accurate
surrogate can be greatly reduced.

For most engineering simulation, the output uncertainty is typically the result of a relatively small num-
ber of variables. Because of this fact, dimension reduction strategies can also be used to extend the appli-
cability of surrogate based approaches. One basis for this dimension reduction is sensitivity analysis. Two
forms of sensitivity analysis are possible: localized analysis and global analysis (GSA). For a localized anal-
ysis, the magnitude of the derivative value is used to assess the importance of each variable. For hypersonic
flow applications, this localized sensitivity analysis is demonstrated in Reference [28]. For problems where
large input perturbations are possible (i.e. parameters with large uncertainties), this localized approach may
no longer accurately predict the effect of these parameters on the output. Additionally, the localized ap-
proach cannot account for interference effects, where by the sensitivity of a given variable is altered by
perturbation of the other variables. To account for these effects, global sensitivity analysis is performed
[4]. This global sensitivity analysis is typically performed using Monte Carlo sampling and sensitivities are
calculated based on the correlation between the input variables and the simulation output. Because of this
reliance on Monte Carlo, the cost associated with this global sensitivity analysis is prohibitively expensive
for complex simulations. As was the case for aleatory uncertainty, a surrogate can be built and used as a ba-
sis for inexpensive Monte Carlo sampling; however, this surrogate must extend to large dimension without a
dramatic increase in cost. One such surrogate is polynomial regression enhanced with derivative values [23].
For this work, a low-order version of this surrogate provides the basis for a rapid global sensitivity analysis
which in turn provides the necessary means of dimension reduction required for the aleatory uncertainty
quantification.

Epistemic uncertainty arises from a lack of knowledge regarding the true value of a parameter and is
typically specified by using an interval. The goal of uncertainty quantification for epistemic uncertainties
is to determine the interval output of a quantity due to specified input intervals. The quantification of
epistemic uncertainties has been scarcely explored in the context of hypersonic flows. This situation is
in spite of the fact that epistemic uncertainties are the dominant form of uncertainty present in hypersonic
flows and previous studies assuming pure aleatory uncertainties, although important initial steps, have likely
underestimated the uncertainty associated with simulation objectives [4, 29]. Epistemic uncertainty may be
quantified via sampling based approaches or via optimization. Typically, Latin hypercube sampling is used
for epistemic uncertainties, although other methods such as approaches based on random sampling and
Dempster-Shafer evidence theory can be used [30, 31, 32]. For Latin hypercube sampling in particular,
the required number of samples grows quickly as the dimension of the problem increases, making the
quantification of epistemic uncertainties for large-dimension problems difficult [3]. As was the case with
aleatory uncertainty, one possible solution is to replace sampling with a surrogate model; however, this
approach will again eventually encounter the curse of dimensionality as the input dimension increases.
The other main approach for epistemic uncertainty quantification is to pose the problem as a constrained
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optimization problem. That is, given input parameters within specified ranges, determine the maximum
and minimum values of an output function. Although this approach entails solving a complicated global
optimization problem with the possibility of multiple extrema, the number of function evaluations to solve
the optimization problem scales more readily to high-dimensional problems if a gradient-based optimizer is
employed [33].

The problem of epistemic uncertainty quantification is further complicated when contributions from
aleatory sources are also considered. This mixed aleatory/epistemic uncertainty quantification typically re-
lies on a nested sampling strategy. Although the required number of samples grows extremely fast, these
strategies are conceptually easy to understand and are capable of separating the effects of each type of uncer-
tainty [34, 3]. For nested strategies, samples are first drawn from the epistemic variables; and for each set of
epistemic variables, the distribution of the output due to the aleatory variables is determined based on sam-
pling over the aleatory variables. Since the number of samples required for the epistemic uncertainty grows
exponentially fast, the expense of nested sampling grows rapidly with respect to the number of epistemic
variables[3]. For hypersonic flows, the number of epistemic variables is typically much greater than the
number of aleatory variables. Hence, for complex models with many uncertain epistemic variables, nested
approaches will quickly become prohibitively expensive. Here, too, surrogates can be created as a func-
tion of all variables and samples extracted according to a nested strategy. For relatively low dimensions, this
strategy can be effective [21] and, when combined with gradient-enhancement, could be applied to problems
of moderate dimension. However, once the number of epistemic variables increases sufficiently, surrogate-
based approaches will again become prohibitively expensive as the required number of samples increases
for an accurate surrogate. In order to address this concern, combination sampling/optimization approaches
have been explored[34]. For mixed aleatory/epistemic problems, the goal of the uncertainty quantification is
to produce a region in which the function is contained with a specific level of confidence, known as a P-Box
[3]. Stated in other terms, the bounds of the confidence interval of the output distribution must themselves
be an interval in order to account for the epistemic uncertainties. Because the details of this bounding box
are irrelevant and only the bounds of this box are required, the sampling with respect to the epistemic vari-
ables may be replaced by optimization. In principle, these mixed optimization/sampling approaches may be
posed in two ways: determining intervals of statistics and determining statistics of intervals.

The first approach can be viewed as an optimization-under-uncertainty problem with the metric of the
optimization defined as a relevant statistic of the aleatory distribution, such as the mean and variance, bounds
on a confidence interval, or a reliability index. For each step in the optimization, the aleatory uncertainty
is quantified, typically by means of a polynomial chaos surrogate model, and the relevant statistic of the
distribution is calculated and used as the metric for the optimization [34]. For the second approach (referred
to as statistics-of-intervals, or SOI), an optimization problem is posed for each set of aleatory variables, and
repeated optimizations are used to determine the relevant statistics of the interval. To reduce the number of
required samples, a surrogate model of the optimization results is constructed with respect to the aleatory
variables, ensuring few total optimizations are required to characterize the statistics of the interval. For
either of these methods, a gradient-based optimization can be used, reducing the cost of each optimization
and ensuring optimal scaling as the input dimension increases. The pros and cons of each method as applied
to hypersonic flows are discussed in Reference [35]. In this paper, the statistics-of-intervals approach is
discussed exclusively.

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, the flow solver used throughout this work is explained
and demonstrated for the test case used throughout this paper. Second, because gradient-based methods are
the focal point of this work, the derivation of the adjoint sensitivity equations is given. To provide a basis
for the dimension reduction required for the uncertainty quantification strategies, the use of this derivative
information within a global sensitivity analysis is then outlined and example results presented. Finally, with
these derivative values and sensitivity analysis established, gradient-based techniques for aleatory, epistemic
and mixed uncertainties are explained and demonstrated for a real gas simulation.

1.1. Flow Solver
In this section, the physical models and CFD flow solver used in this paper are outlined. For this work,

the Navier-Stokes equations are solved numerically in two dimensions via a cell-centered finite-volume
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scheme on unstructured meshes using triangular and/or quadrilateral elements. In vector form, the Navier-
Stokes equations are given by

∂U
∂t

+ ∇ · ~F(U) = ∇ · ~Fv(U) + S(U), (1)

where U are the conserved flow variables, ~F is the inviscid flux, ~Fv is the viscous flux, and S contains any
source terms required for the physical model, such as reaction or energy coupling terms. For this work, a
nonequilibrium real gas physical model is examined. The real gas model is a five-species, two-temperature
model for non-ionizing air [36]. Both the Dunn-Kang chemical kinetics model and the Park model have been
implemented for this work. For use within uncertainty quantification, the Dunn-Kang model is used due to
the ease with which uncertainty parameters are specified, while the Park model is used for the purposes
of solver verification. For the Dunn-Kang model, the forward and backward reaction rates are specified
directly by means of an Arrhenious relation, given as:

K f = C f T
η f
a e−

Ea, f
kBTa (2)

Kb = CbT ηb
a e−

Ea,b
kBTa (3)

where Ea, f and Ea,b represent the activation energy for the forward and backward reactions respectively,
kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and Ta is a characteristic temperature for the reaction. The specific heats are
calculated via fourth order polynomial curve fits covering various temperature ranges. The total enthalpy is
calculated simply by integrating these curve fits and incorporating the proper heat of formation information
[37]. The transport model is a collision integral model. For this model, viscosity, thermal conductivity, and
diffusion coefficients are calculated based on linear interpolation of collision integrals between 2000 K and
4000 K[37, 38].

log10(Ωk,k
s,r ) = log10(Ωk,k

s,r )2000 +
[
log10(Ωk,k

s,r )4000 − log10(Ωk,k
s,r )2000

] ln(T ) − ln(2000)
ln(4000) − ln(2000)

(4)

Here, Ω
k,k
s,r represents the collision integral between species s and species r. For the five-species model, 15

independent collision interactions are possible, giving a total of 60 parameters, since two separate collision
integrals (Ω1,1

s,r and Ω
2,2
s,r ) are used at each temperature. The complete real gas model used in this work

contains approximately 250 parameters, embedded within the constitutive models for the reaction rates,
transport coefficients, relaxation times, and caloric equations of state.

In order to solve problems using the above model, a two-dimensional, cell-centered finite-volume code
was written. The governing equations described above are first discretized in space, and the solution is
advanced in time to steady state using a fully implicit approach. In semi-discrete form, the equations have
the following form:

∂U
∂t

+ R(U) = 0 (5)

The residual within each cell is given by the sum of the normal inviscid and viscous fluxes over all faces
plus a cell centered contribution due to source terms. The inviscid flux is calculated by using gradient
reconstruction of primitive variables, and gradients are calculated using Green-Gauss contour integration
over the cell. The limiter used in this code is a combination of a pressure switch and the smooth Van Albada
limiter[36, 38, 39]. The AUSM+UP flux function is used because of the ease with which it can be extended
to additional equations and its applicability across a wide range of Mach numbers. In order to extend this
flux function to the real gas model, a frozen speed of sound is used [39, 40].

The result of the spatial discretization outlined above is a system of coupled ODE’s that are solved
implicitly using a first order backward difference discretization. The result of this temporal discretization
is a system of nonlinear equations that are solved by using an inexact Newton’s method. This inexact
method employs a number of approximations to improve the performance of the nonlinear solver. Instead
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of solving the nonlinear system exactly, a fixed number of Newton iterations are performed. Additionally,
instead of inverting the exact Jacobian, an approximate first-order Jacobian is used and is inverted iteratively.
For this work, the Jacobian corresponding to the van Leer-Hanel flux function is used, and the Jacobian is
inverted by using either a point or a line implicit approach. Once startup transients have been overcome, the
preconditioner and transport quantities can be frozen during the pseudo-time step. A line-preconditioned
GMRES solver is then used in an exact Newton method to accelerate the convergence of the solver to
machine zero.

Table 1. Benchmark flow conditions

V∞ = 5 km/s
ρ∞ = 0.001 kg/m3

T∞ = 200 K
Twall = 500 K
M∞ = 17.605
Re∞ = 376,930
Pr∞ = 0.72

Figure 1. Validation of solver for 5 km/s flow over circular cylinder. Left: Computed flow field temperature contours. Right: Compar-
ison of temperatures along centerline with LAURA [41] results running on equivalent mesh.

The solver described previously was validated using the standard test case of 5 km/s flow over a circular
cylinder with a super-catalytic, fixed-temperature wall. The conditions for this test case can be found in
Table 1. The results of this test case were compared with those of the well-validated code LAURA[41, 42]
and are depicted in Figures 1 and 2. For these comparisons, the Park chemical kinetics model was used.
Although this model shows better agreement with the validation codes, the Dunn-Kang model is ultimately
used for all of the demonstration sensitivity and uncertainty quantification results. As the figure shows, the
solver is able to match the LAURA validation results closely.

1.2. Adjoint Derivation

Presented next is an outline of the sensitivity procedure used to calculate the gradient of an objective.
Further details of this adjoint implementation are presented elsewhere [28]. To determine the gradient, the
code is differentiated piece by piece, and the final sensitivity is constructed by using the chain rule. In order
to illustrate this process, the following objective functional dependence is considered.
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Figure 2. Validation of solver for 5 km/s flow over circular cylinder: Surface heating distribution compared to the LAURA result

L = L(D,U(D)) (6)

In addition to this objective, a constraint is needed. For the steady problems considered in this work, the
constraint is that the spatial residual must equal zero.

R(D,U(D)) = 0 (7)

Both the constraint and the residual have an explicit dependence on the input parameters, or design variables
D, and an implicit dependence through the flow variables U. In order to determine the sensitivity derivative,
the objective can be differentiated by using the chain rule as follows. [43]

dL
dD

=
∂L
∂D

+
∂L
∂U

∂U
∂D

(8)

The constraint may be differentiated in a similar manner. In this case, the derivative is equal to zero, since
the constraint must be satisfied for all admissible values of D and U.

∂R
∂D

+
∂R
∂U

∂U
∂D

= 0 (9)

Solving for ∂U
∂D , and substituting into the objective derivative, one obtains the forward sensitivity equation

(also known as the tangent linear model).

dL
dD

=
∂L
∂D
−
∂L
∂U

∂R
∂U

−1 ∂R
∂D

(10)

As the equation shows, the residual Jacobian must be inverted once for each design variable. However, the
same ∂U

∂D may be used for each objective L. Because of the expense associated with inverting the residual
Jacobian, the forward sensitivity approach is best suited for problems with few design variables and multiple
objectives.

The adjoint sensitivity equation is found by taking the transpose of the forward equation
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Figure 3. Density adjoint for integrated surface heating

dL
dD

T

=
∂L
∂D

T

−
∂R
∂D

T ∂R
∂U

−T ∂L
∂U

T

(11)

where the last two terms can be replaced by the adjoint variable Λ, defined as follows.

∂R
∂U

T

Λ = −
∂L
∂U

T

(12)

A sample adjoint solution for the 5 km/s benchmark is found in Figure 3. This figure shows the adjoint
variable for surface heating associated with the density. The magnitude of this variable roughly represents
the importance of the flow variable on the objective of interest. As expected for surface heating, the adjoint
variable is largest near the surface of the cylinder. With this definition of the flow adjoint, the final sensitivity
equation is given by the following.

dL
dD

=
∂L
∂D

+ ΛT ∂R
∂D

(13)

Determining the solution of the flow adjoint equation roughly follows the procedure used to solve the
analysis problem. A simplified preconditioner matrix is used to advance the adjoint solution in a defect-
correction scheme [43]. The effect of the exact Jacobian required for the defect-correction solver is built
up by using automatically differentiated subroutines. The automatic differentiation used in this work is
provided by the Tapenade Automatic Differentiation Engine [44]. Using these automatically differentiated
subroutines, a line-preconditioned GMRES solver is used to invert the transpose of the Jacobian. With this
adjoint implementation, the sensitivity of an objective to any number of parameters can be computed with a
nearly constant amount of work.

1.3. Sensitivity Analysis

When calculated using an adjoint technique, the gradient provides additional information about the
simulation with limited additional overhead. One application for this additional information is sensitivity
analysis, where the effect of each input parameter on the output can be quantified and the most important
parameters on the output can be determined. In addition to being valuable in its on right, sensitivity analy-
sis is often critical for rapid uncertainty quantification techniques as the expense of these techniques often
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increases dramatically as the dimension of the problem increases. Hence, for these methods, sensitivity anal-
ysis represents a means for dimension reduction. While a localized sensitivity analysis for this application
was presented in Reference [28], this work will utilize a global sensitivity analysis.

For a global sensitivity analysis, Monte Carlo sampling is performed and correlation coefficients between
the input and output are calculated. Although the work associated with this sampling is independent of the
number of design variables, the expense of this sampling is prohibitively high for complex simulations
due to the slow convergence of output statistics. The correlation coefficient for variable Di is given by the
following [4]:

ri =
cov(Di, y)
σDiσy

(14)

Here, y represents the output of interest from the simulation, σDi represents the standard deviation of the
input design variable and σy represents the standard deviation of the output. The standard deviation of the
input design variable is a quantity that must be taken from the relevant literature or estimated based on some
expert judgement or experience [3, 4]. The quantity σy is measured empirically from the Monte Carlo data
set. For the purposes of ranking the sensitivities, the square of the correlation coefficient is used. In addition
to acting as a proxy for the magnitude of the sensitivity, the square of the correlation coefficient represents
the fraction of the output variance from each of the input parameters [4].

In principle, the process of global sensitivity analysis can be accelerated through the use an inexpensive
surrogate that can be used to approximate the design space and Monte Carlo sampling can be performed on
this surrogate. However, for most surrogate models, the expense associated with constructing an accurate
surrogate increases exponentially as the dimension of the design space increases. This fact makes the use
of traditional surrogate models for global sensitivity analysis ineffective for large dimensional problems.
Although traditional surrogate models may not be useful for GSA, the incorporation of gradient information
into the surrogate model can greatly reduce the cost associated with training an accurate surrogate and
mitigate the cost increases as the dimension rises [23, 22, 24].

For this work, a simple polynomial regression model enhanced with derivative values is used as the basis
for a rapid global sensitivity analysis [23]. For a regression-based model, the output is a linear combination
of polynomials of varying orders, depicted in Equation 15.

y(D) =
∑

s

βsΨs(D) (15)

Here, Ψ(D) represent a series of polynomials in D with degree less than some specified order p and β
are a set of undetermined coefficients. For this work, hermite polynomials are used as the basis and the
multidimensional polynomial is constructed by means of a tensor product [23, 45]. Based on this basis and
the simulation results, the weights in this linear combination are determined via a least-squares process.
Hence, the amount of information required to construct the model is proportional to the number of terms in
the basis. For a general polynomial order and dimension, the size of the basis is given by [45]:

S =
(d + p)!

d!p!
(16)

where d is the dimension of the space and p is the maximum polynomial order. In practice, the amount of
information used to construct the regression is greater than the size of the basis, typically by a factor of two,
and the coefficients in the regression are solved for using least-squares. For a regression based on function
values alone, a new simulation is required for each piece of information, making the cost of constructing
this model increase rapidly with dimension and polynomial order. However, when gradient information is
available, each simulation result produces d + 1 pieces of information with a cost approximately equal to
the original simulation. When gradient information is included in the regression training, the number of
simulations required to create the regression is given as:

N ≥ d
(d + p)!

d!p!(d + 1)
e (17)
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Table 2. Input Model Parameters with Uncertainty

Number Variable Mean Standard Deviations
1 ρ∞ (kg/m3) 1 × 10−3 5%
2 V∞(m/s) 5000 15.42

3-17 A1,1
s−r 1 5%

18-32 A2,2
s−r 1 5%

33-49 ξ f 0 0.25
50-66 ξb 0 0.25

For this work, the polynomial order is limited to second order (p = 2), giving only a linear increase in the
cost associated with training the regression as the dimension increases.

N ≥
(d + 2)

2
(18)

Incorporating derivative observations into the creation of the regression is relatively straight-forward,
requiring only the differentiation of Equation 15 and incorporating these equations into the collocation
matrix inverted to determine the regression coefficients, illustrated in Equation 19 [23].



Ψ1(D1) Ψ2(D1) · · · Ψs(D1)
∂Ψ1(D1)
∂D1

∂Ψ2(D1)
∂D1

· · ·
∂Ψs(D1)
∂D1

...
. . .

. . .
...

∂Ψ1(D1)
∂Dd

∂Ψ2(D1)
∂Dd

· · ·
∂Ψs(D1)
∂Dd

...
. . .

. . .
...

Ψ1(DN) Ψ2(DN) · · · Ψs(DN)
∂Ψ1(DN )
∂D1

∂Ψ2(DN )
∂D1

· · ·
∂Ψs(DN )
∂D1

...
. . .

. . .
...

∂Ψ1(DN )
∂Dd

∂Ψ2(DN )
∂Dd

· · ·
∂Ψs(DN )
∂Dd




β1
β2
...
βs

 =



y(D1)
∂y(D1)
∂D1
...

∂y(D1)
∂Dd
...

y(DN)
∂y(DN )
∂D1
...

∂y(DN )
∂Dd



(19)

Using this gradient-enhanced polynomial regression, a GSA based on a second order regression can
be constructed with a cost that increases only linearly as the dimension increases. Hence, this method
can be applied even for large dimension problems. To demonstrate this global sensitivity analysis and
provide a basis for further dimension reduction within the uncertainty quantification, a regression-based
global sensitivity analysis was performed on the 5km/s benchmark problem outlined in Section 1.1. For
this sensitivity analysis, 66 of the input parameters to the simulation are examined, drawn from freestream
conditions, transport models and reaction rate specification. The effect these input parameters have on the
integrated surface heating is quantified. For the second order regression, 68 function/gradient evaluations
are used to train the model, computed from input samples distributed uniformly throughout the design
space via Latin Hypercube sampling. For this analysis, these parameters are assumed to follow a Gaussian
distribution. The results of the global sensitivity analysis are compared against Monte Carlo sampling using
6331 simulation results based on the square of the correlation coefficient. The variables examined for this
sensitivity analysis are listed in Table 2.

For the transport coefficients, the collision integrals are treated as the parameters of interest and the
variables examined for this analysis take the form of a multiplicative constant on the input collision integrals
Ω̂

k,k
s,r [5].

Ωk,k
s,r = Ak

s,rΩ̂
k,k
s,r (20)
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Table 3. Top 10 Parameters from P=2 Regression Sensitivity Analysis compared with Global

Rank Variable Monte Carlo Rank Regression Contribution Monte Carlo Contribution
1 ρ∞ 1 0.56879 0.60055
2 O2 + O � 2O + O (f) 2 1.0002 × 10−1 1.0610 × 10−1

3 O2 + O2 � 2O + O2 (b) 6 5.7669 × 10−2 2.1621 × 10−2

4 NO + O � N + O + O (b) 3 4.0057 × 10−1 5.1914 × 10−2

5 N2-N2 (k=1) 5 3.7461 × 10−2 3.1617 × 10−2

6 O2-N2 (k=1) 4 3.3299 × 10−2 4.2121 × 10−2

7 N2-N2 (k=2) 8 2.1163 × 10−2 1.9019 × 10−2

8 O-N2 (k=2) 9 1.7395 × 10−2 1.3874 × 10−2

9 V∞ 14 1.3497 × 10−2 4.8401 × 10−3

10 O2 + O � 2O + O (b) 13 1.1734 × 10−2 7.4280 × 10−3

With the variable defined in this manner, the sensitivity of 30 total parameters relating to the transport model
is assessed.

For the reaction rates, the variable of interest for the sensitivity analysis is again a multiplicative constant
on the reaction rates. Because of the large uncertainties typical of reaction rates, the variable represents the
exponential on the multiplicative constant [4], given as:

K f = 10ξ f C f ,oT η f
a e−

Ea, f
kBTa (21)

Kb = 10ξbCb,oT ηb
a e−

Ea,b
kBTa (22)

Here, C f ,o and Cb,o represent the unperturbed coefficients, and ξ f and ξb represent the parameters of interest
for the forward and backward rates. This parametrization gives a total of 34 reaction rate variables.

The results of this regression-based GSA are summarized in Table 3 and compared to the corresponding
result from the Monte Carlo analysis. In this Table, the ten most influential parameters on the surface
heating are identified based on the regression-based GSA and compared with the ranking from the Monte
Carlo analysis. Additionally, the square of the correlation coefficient predicted by each method is compared.

Based on the results in Table 3, two conclusions can be made. First, the regression-based analysis
produces parameter rankings and uncertainty contributions in relatively good agreement with the Monte
Carlo results at a fraction of the cost (68 function/gradient results vs. 6331 function results). Second, both
the Monte Carlo and regression-based GSA indicate that the majority of the output uncertainty, measured
by the square of the correlation coefficient, is the result of a small number of parameters, with these top ten
accounting for over 90% of the output variance. Because the output variance is the result of a handful of
variables, this sensitivity analysis can provide the justification for the dimension reduction used within the
uncertainty quantification discussed in this work.

1.4. Gradient-based Uncertainty Quantification

In this section, gradient-based strategies for each of the different types of uncertainty are presented and
demonstrated for the 5km/s real gas test case presented in Section 1.1. For the case of aleatory uncer-
tainty, a gradient-enhanced Kriging model, augmented with a regression mean function, is used as a basis
for inexpensive Monte Carlo sampling. For the case of epistemic uncertainty, constrained gradient-based
optimization is used to determine the appropriate output interval based on the input intervals. Finally, for the
mixed case, the statistics-of-intervals approach uses a combination of optimization and Kriging to determine
intervals for statistics of interest.
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Table 4. Variables for the Kriging Model based on Regression Global Sensitivity Analysis

Rank Variable Uncertainty Contribution Total Contribution
1 ρ∞ 0.56879 0.56879
2 O2 + O � 2O + O (f) 1.0002 × 10−1 0.66882
3 O2 + O2 � 2O + O2 (b) 5.7669 × 10−2 0.72649
4 NO + O � N + O + O (b) 4.0057 × 10−1 0.76654
5 N2-N2 (k=1) 3.7461 × 10−2 0.80400
6 O2-N2 (k=1) 3.3299 × 10−2 0.83730
7 N2-N2 (k=2) 2.1163 × 10−2 0.85847
8 O-N2 (k=2) 1.7395 × 10−2 0.87586
9 V∞ 1.3497 × 10−2 0.88936

10 O2 + O � 2O + O (b) 1.1734 × 10−2 0.90109
11 NO-N2 (k=1) 9.0220 × 10−3 0.91011
12 O2 + N2 � 2O + N2 (f) 5.5034 × 10−3 0.91562
13 NO + O � N + O + O (f) 5.1194 × 10−3 0.92074
14 NO + N2 � N + O + N2 (b) 2.9103 × 10−3 0.92365
15 NO + O � O2 + N 2.6108 × 10−3 0.92626
16 NO + N � N + O + N (b) 2.0229 × 10−3 0.92828
17 NO + N � N + O + N (f) 1.9061 × 10−3 0.93019

1.4.1. Gradient-Enhanced Kriging for Aleatory Uncertainty
To quantify the uncertainty associated with aleatory variables, a gradient-enhanced Kriging surrogate

model is employed and used as a basis for inexpensive Monte Carlo sampling. In particular, the uncertainty
of surface heating based on the 66 input parameters outlined in Section 1.3 was calculated, assuming each
variable obeys a Gaussian distribution. To address the issue of extending the surrogate to large dimension, a
combination of regression and Kriging is used. The regression model described in the previous section is first
used to model the mean behavior of the Kriging model. Then, based on the results of the global sensitivity
analysis, a Kriging model is built over the variables contributing the most to the output variance. This
Kriging model is then used to enhance the predictions of the regression model. This functional dependence
is represented as:

y(x) = m(x) + N(0,K(x̃, x̃′)) (23)

where m(x) is the regression mean function and N(0,K(x̃, x̃′)) is a zero mean Gaussian process built over
a subset of the variables. This Gaussian process was built over a set of variables accounting for 93% of
the output variance (the target of 95% was not possible for the regression-based GSA so it was altered
downward). This set consisted over the 17 most important variables and is given in Table 4.

The construction of the Kriging model is based on the difference between the training data and the mean
function at the training location. For the gradient-enhanced model, this difference is also applied to the
derivative values. Hence, the Gaussian process assumption applies to the following variables:[

R(x)
∇R(x)

]
=

[
y(x) − m(x)
∇y(x) − ∇m(x)

]
= N(0,K(x, x′)) (24)

For this work, the mean function of the Gaussian process is assumed to be zero, corresponding to simple
kriging. The parameters required in the covariance matrix are determined by maximizing the marginal
likelihood equation for the model. Throughout this work, the Matern class of covariance functions was used
with the smoothness parameter ν set to 3/2 since this combination of function and smoothness parameter
produced the most accurate results[46, 47]. The output of a kriging model is also a Gaussian process and has
an associated mean and variance. With the observation data, represented by the vector y, the mean behavior
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Table 5. Statistics predictions based on Kriging model compared with regression and Monte Carlo

Regression Kriging/Regression Monte Carlo
Mean 1.0370E-002 1.0384E-002 1.0401E-002
Variance 8.6692E-008 9.2394E-008 9.7517E-008
Standard Deviation 2.9444E-004 3.0396E-004 3.1228E-004
95% Confidence Interval 5.6786% 5.8543% 6.0049%

of y away from these observations is predicted for a simple kriging model using an explicit mean function
using the following equation.

y∗ = m(D∗) + k(D∗,D)K−1 (y − m(D∗)) (25)

Here, k(D∗,D) is the covariance between the test point of interest D∗ and the training data D. The con-
struction of Kriging models is detailed extensively in Reference [47] and the incorporation of gradient in-
formation into Kriging models is detailed in Reference [46, 48]. The performance of the Kriging/regression
model is assessed based on a validation data set produced by Monte Carlo sampling. For this sampling, 6331
simulations were performed and statistics were calculated based on this data. The training of the Kriging
model was based on 68 function/gradient evaluations sampled uniformly from the design space via Latin
Hypercube sampling, the same training points used for the GSA.

Table 5 contains the statistic predictions based on the Kriging model and compared to the Monte Carlo
results. In addition to presenting results for the Kriging based approach, statistic predictions based on
the P = 2 regression alone are given to demonstrate the effect of enhancing the regression with the Kriging
model. As the Table shows, although the regression model alone produces statistics in reasonable agreement
with the Monte Carlo results, the Kriging model is able to provide improved predictions with no addition
simulations, increasing the accuracy of the variance prediction. In addition to predicting distribution statis-
tics, the CDF curve and associated quantiles predictions produced by the Kriging model is compared to that
of Monte Carlo sampling. The CDF curves for the Kriging model and Monte Carlo are plotted in Figure
1.4.1. In addition to comparing the CDF curves directly, a QQ plot of the Kriging results vs. the Monte
Carlo results is given in Figure 1.4.1. This plot compares the quantile predictions for the two methods, with
a line of slope 1 indicating exact agreement between the two results.

As the plots demonstrate, the distribution predictions from the Kriging model match those from Monte
Carlo extremely well. Further demonstrates of Kriging models for use in aleatory uncertainty quantification
can be found in References [19, 24, 49].

1.4.2. Gradient-based Optimization for Epistemic Uncertainty
For the case of epistemic uncertainty, gradient-based optimization is used to produce the corresponding

output interval by performing a minimization and maximization. The interval produced by optimization
was validated by performing Latin hypercube sampling over the epistemic variables. Given the expense
associated with validating the epistemic results, the dimension of the problem was reduced from 66 to 8
dimensions. Additionally, the uncertain variables were limited to the most sensitivity transport parameters
as varying these parameters reliability lead to successful simulations even for large perturbations. The
transport parameters used for this uncertainty study were chosen based on the sensitivity analysis in Section
1.3. The variables used for the epistemic uncertainty quantification are given in Table 6. The uncertainty
for each variables was taken from reference [5] and the optimization itself was performed using bound
constrained L-BFGS [50].

Figure 6 shows the convergence of the two optimization problems for the real gas solver. In addition
to the optimization convergence, the bounds produced by Latin hypercube sampling are also plotted for
validation purposes. The Latin hypercube sampling uses three samples in each direction, requiring 38 or
6561 simulation results. The optimization results provide conservative estimates for the bounds established
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Figure 4. CDF prediction for Kriging/Regression model compared with Monte Carlo result.

Table 6. Epistemic Model Parameters

Variable Unperturbed Value Lower Bound Upper Bound
A1,1

N2−N2, A
2,2
N2−N2 1 0.8 1.2

A1,1
N2−N , A

2,2
N2−N 1 0.8 1.2

A1,1
N2−O, A

2,2
N2−O 1 0.8 1.2

A1,1
N2−O2, A

2,2
N2−O2 1 0.8 1.2
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Figure 5. QQ plot of Kriging/Regression quantile predictions vs. Monte Carlo results. Exact agreement with Monte Carlo results
indicated by line of slope 1.
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Table 7. Uncertain Model Parameters

Variable Type Uncertainty
ρ∞ (kg/m3) Aleatory ±10% (σ = 5%)

V∞(m/s) Aleatory ±30.84 (σ = 15.42)
Ω

1,1
N2−N2,Ω

2,2
N2−N2 Epistemic ±20%

Ω
1,1
N2−N ,Ω

2,2
N2−N Epistemic ±20%

Ω
1,1
N2−O,Ω

2,2
N2−O Epistemic ±20%

Ω
1,1
N2−O2,Ω

2,2
N2−O2 Epistemic ±20%

through sampling at a fraction of the cost, requiring just over 40 function/gradient evaluations for the two
optimizations. Because the optimization results represent function values achieved using epistemic variables
in the specified interval, the bounds produced from optimization should be viewed as the correct results. As
previous results have shown, it is likely that further sampling would give results that approach the optimiza-
tion bounds [35].

Figure 6. Convergence of Optimization over epistemic variables for fixed aleatory variables compared with bounds from sampling.

1.4.3. Statistics-of-Intervals/Kriging for Mixed Aleatory/Epistemic Uncertainty
To quantify uncertainty for the mixed case, a combined optimization/Kriging approach is applied in a

statistics-of-intervals manner, meaning that multiple optimizations are performed over different values of
the aleatory variables and a surrogate is created for these optimization results. To test this strategy, ten
variables are treated as uncertainty, given in Table 7. The epistemic variables for the mixed case are the
same eight variables as those used for the pure epistemic case. Two aleatory variables are used for this
study, corresponding to the freestream density and velocity. These parameters and associated uncertainty
were chosen based on the results of similar uncertainty quantification studies[5, 20]. The choice of which
parameters to treat as aleatory was taken from an additional study[21].

The goal of a mixed aleatory/epistemic uncertainty quantification is to produce an interval containing
the solution with a specified probability, known as a P-box [3]. The performance of the statistics-of-interval
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approach is measured based on its predictions of a 99% P-box as well as its ability to predict the CDF curves
associated with the minimum and maximum values of the optimization, enabling any P-box to be predicting
in principle. These predictions can be validated in one of two ways. First, a nested sampling approach can
be used, in which an aleatory uncertainty quantification is performed for each epistemic sample [3]. For
the variables used in this study, this nested approach would require approximately 30 million simulation
results. Aside from nested sampling, the statistics associated with the interval bounds can be validated by
exhaustive sampling of the optimization results over the aleatory variables. Hence, thousands of pairs of
optimization results would be required to validate the statistics associated with the interval bounds. For
this test, approximately 300,000 simulation results would be required. For both approaches, this validation
is beyond the computational budget of this work. To validate the SOI-kriging method applied to a real
gas simulation, each element of the method was validated separately against exhaustive sampling. With
each element validated, the mixed aleatory/epistemic uncertainty was calculated by using successively more
accurate surrogate models to demonstrate convergence of the statistic predictions.

The optimization portion of the SOI method was validated in the previous section. With the optimization
confirmed, the ability of the Kriging model to capture the aleatory variation of the integrated surface heating
was tested. Although the previously discussed method for aleatory uncertainty quantification was based
on a gradient-enhanced Kriging model, the SOI method uses a function-only Kriging model. Because the
SOI method requires the construction of a Kriging model for the optimization results, the gradient of the
optimal results would be required for a gradient-enhanced method, a quantity that is difficult to calculate.
Luckily, within hypersonic flows, the number of aleatory variables is relatively small, reducing the need for
a gradient-enhanced surrogate model.

In order to determine the number of training points required to capture the design space associated with
the two variables identified in Table 7, Kriging models were constructed using an increasing number of
simulation results and statistics were predicted based on each model. For this test, the epistemic variables
were frozen at their non-perturbed values (1 in the terms of the parameters defined in Table 7), and sampling
was performed over the aleatory variables. In order to provide validation data, Monte Carlo sampling was
performed over the two aleatory variables, and the distribution was characterized both by constructing a CDF
curve and by calculating specific statistics. In order to acquire accurate statistics, 4,564 samples were used,
and a separate simulation was performed for each. With the validation data acquired, ordinary (constant
mean function) kriging models with increasing numbers of training points were constructed. Because the
epistemic variables for this test were fixed, each training point required only a single CFD simulation.

As a first test, the convergence of the mean, variance, and 99th percentile are shown for kriging models
with increasing numbers of training points. The convergence of this metric as a function of training point
number is given in Table 8. As the results show, predictions of the kriging model rapidly converge toward
the Monte Carlo results. In addition to predicting distribution statistics, a CDF of the output is constructed
based on samples extracted from the kriging model and compared with that of Monte Carlo sampling.
Figure 7 shows the predicted CDF curve for a kriging model with 8 training points and the CDF from Monte
Carlo sampling. Using only 8 samples, the kriging model produces a CDF curve nearly identical to the
curve produced through Monte Carlo sampling, at a fraction of the cost. Based on this result, it can be
expected that a similar number of optimization results should be required to accurately predict the mixed
result. Since this problem only considers the uncertainty due to two aleatory variables, this cost is most
likely overly optimistic for typical problems.

With each element of the SOI-kriging approach validated independently, the complete mixed aleatory/epistemic
uncertainty is predicted by using optimization for the epistemic dependence and an ordinary kriging model
for the aleatory dependence. In order to demonstrate the validity of the full results, the convergence of
the minimum and maximum 99th percentile predictions are shown as the number of training points for the
kriging model is increased. For the mixed results, a training point now represents a pair of optimizations
and has a cost of approximately 60 function/gradient evaluations on average. Table 9 shows the conver-
gence of the maximum 99th percentile and minimum 99th percentile as the number of training points is
increased. As the table demonstrates, the statistic predictions quickly converge to asymptotic values. In-
cluded in Table 9 is the total cost in terms of function/gradient evaluations. While the nested sampling and
exhaustive sampling of the optimization were prohibitively expensive for the CFD model, the SOI-kriging
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Table 8. Convergence of Kriging Statistic Predictions for Aleatory Uncertainty with Fixed Epistemic Variables with Increasing Number
of Training Points

Training Points Average Variance 99th Percentile
8 1.036110 × 10−2 6.061055 × 10−8 1.098518 × 10−2

16 1.036622 × 10−2 6.075630 × 10−8 1.097558 × 10−2

31 1.034997 × 10−2 6.145065 × 10−8 1.098506 × 10−2

59 1.037171 × 10−2 6.185576 × 10−8 1.099184 × 10−2

121 1.036669 × 10−2 6.120957 × 10−8 1.097695 × 10−2

Monte Carlo Results
Samples MC Average MC Variance MC 99th Percentile

4564 1.036082 × 10−2 6.103365 × 10−8 1.098385 × 10−2

Table 9. 99th Percentile Predictions for SOI Method Using Ordinary Kriging Model for Real Gas CFD Simulation

Training Data Size Number of F/G Evaluations 99th percentile of Min 99th percentile of Max
8 500 1.017556 × 10−2 1.206949 × 10−2

15 900 1.016681 × 10−2 1.207132 × 10−2

23 1400 1.018928 × 10−2 1.207939 × 10−2

52 3000 1.020232 × 10−2 1.210513 × 10−2

104 6176 1.020243 × 10−2 1.210416 × 10−2

model was able to capture converged statistics with a number of function/gradient evaluations within the
computational budget (although still most likely prohibitively high for complex simulations). Nevertheless,
by using the kriging model combined with optimization, the SOI-kriging method was able to quantify the
mixed aleatory/epistemic uncertainty problem where other methods could not be used.

Figure 8 shows the convergence of the average and variance prediction based on kriging models with
increasing numbers of training points. As this Figure shows, the statistics produced from each model show
little variation as the number of training points increases and the variation is small compared with the overall
interval produced due to the epistemic uncertainty. In addition to calculating specific statistics of the output
interval, the CDF of the minimum and maximum values can be predicted by sampling from the kriging
surface. The bounding CDF curves are plotted in Figure 9 for a kriging model based on 8 and 104 pairs of
optimizations. As the figure demonstrates, the CDF curves are nearly identical, suggesting that the kriging
model has reached some level of convergence.

1.5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, gradient-based strategies for rapidly quantifying the uncertainty within hypersonic flows

have been explored. In particular, the variability of an objective based on uncertain model parameters within
the simulation were calculated. For aleatory uncertainties, a combined Kriging and regression model is used
to represent the variation of the simulation output over the input variables, providing a basis for inexpensive
Monte Carlo sampling. By incorporating derivative observations into this surrogate and a dimension reduc-
tion based on regression-based global sensitivity analysis, the model is applicable to problems containing a
large number of variables, with a cost increasing linearly as the dimension increases. For epistemic uncer-
tainties, gradient-based optimization is employed to determine the minimum and maximum output values
possible given input parameters within specified ranges. In particular, the L-BFGS optimization algorithm is
used for these minimization and maximization problems, leading to a method particularly suited for large di-
mensional problems. Finally, the problem of mixed aleatory/epistemic uncertainty is addressed via a mixed
optimization/surrogate method where by multiple optimizations are performed for different values of the
aleatory variables and a surrogate is constructed over these optimization results to determine the necessary
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Figure 7. CDF based on Kriging model using 8 sample points compared with CDF of Monte Carlo results with fixed epistemic
variables.

statistics of this interval. All of these methods were demonstrated based on a representative test case from
a five species, two temperature non-equilibrium CFD simulation. For the case of aleatory and epistemic
uncertainties, the proposed methods produced uncertainty predictions in good agreement with those from
exhaustive sampling at a fraction of the cost. For the case of mixed uncertainties, acquiring the necessary
validation data was prohibitively expensive, making the accelerated methods the only viable strategy for
calculating this type of uncertainty.

For future work, the strategies presented here should be extended to a wider range of problems and
parameters. To improve upon the surrogates used for the aleatory uncertainty, higher-order derivatives, such
as the Hessian, can be incorporated into the training of the surrogate [22]. Additionally, more sophisticated
techniques for determining the training data used within the construction of the surrogate can be utilized
to increase accuracy without a corresponding increase in cost [51]. To improve upon the optimization-
based methods, the optimization algorithm itself should be examined. Because the problem of epistemic
uncertainty requires global extrema, efficient global optimization techniques should be explored within this
context. Ideally, the efficient techniques should scale to large input dimension and leverage the additional
information provided by gradient values. For aerospace applications, Kriging-based global optimization has
been explored [22, 10, 11]. Although these surrogate-based methods may have difficulty extending to high
dimension, these techniques combined with a suitable dimension reduction technique may provide a strong
basis for epistemic uncertainty quantification in hypersonic flows. Finally, for situations in which gradient-
based optimization appears sufficient for determining the global extrema, as was the case for the problem
presented in this work, future work should focus on reducing the cost associated with this optimization,
through the examination of more sophisticated optimization algorithms and the incorporation of Hessian
information [52].
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Figure 8. Convergence of average (Left) and variance (Right) prediction for minimum and maximum distribution using kriging models
built from increasing numbers of optimization results for real gas CFD simulation.
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